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1 Introduction and test of technology.

2 What's been happening?

3 What's coming up?

4 Consultations

5 Santa and other specials and activities, inc publicity

6 Any other business

7 Date of next meeting
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1.1 Introduction and test of technology.

1.2 Welcome

1.3 Apologies for absence

1.4 Notes of previous meeting and note-taker for this one

2.1 Train and bus running over the summer

2.2 Station and bus friends activities

2.3 Reports from partners (TransWilts, Council reps, WWRUG, Option 24/7, Coffee Shop, etc)

2.4 Treasurer’s report

3.1 What's happening to Melksham and Wilshire train services in December?

3.2 What's changing on Bus services before next April?

3.3 Next steps for buses and trains

4.1 Consultation - Priority for People

4.2 Consultation - Wiltshire Climate Strategy

5.1 Santa - 5th December? Can we get a car parking concession?

5.2 Other "specials" and events

5.3 Publicity

6.1 Any other business

7.1 Date of next meeting



  

Train performance - August
497 trains scheduled to call at Melksham in August 2021. 
339 ran on time and 84 were slightly late - that's 423 
"good" trains - an 85% performance measure, which is OK 

A further 38 ran significantly late, and the final 36 were 
cancelled - that's a 7.2% cancellation rate when the target is 
just 1%. 

At least nine of the trains that ran were reported via online systems as being cancelled, 
but were later re-instated. As passengers are advised to "check before they travel", a 
train reported as "cancelled" but which then runs is as good as cancelled to the 
customer ... so that's really 45 cancelled - a cancellation rate of 9.1%



  

Notes on loading ...
Excellent to see buoyant passenger numbers at Melksham Station on the 
occasions I have been there, in spite of an awful record that has lead MTUG to not 
market towards new customers.  Bank Holiday Monday … just under 20 people on 
and off the 10:02 call, for example - and the 2 car train, while not being full, would 
certainly have been tight in one-car days.  Train manager told me of lots joining at 
Trowbridge.  Station bins overflowing (MTUG dealt with this) - always a good sign 
that people are around.  Also travelled on the 08:59 on Saturday 21st … 2 cars, 
Lisa and I WERE able to find seats, but social distancing out the window now!

Saturday 28th August … Lisa and I arrived at Westbury (from the south) on the 
10:06 (scheduled time) at 10:44 - a few seconds after the 10:44 to Swindon had 
left from the neighbouring platform.   Notable that lots of people were asking the 
staff there about the train for Chippenham and Swindon - we were far from the only 
ones disappointed and significantly delayed.



  

Summer Publicity
● With awful performance in July, and no 

expectation of a quick recovery, we (officers) 
took a reluctant decision not to market train 
travel from Melksham this summer to new 
users. People could be put off far too easily.

● The August performance, sadly, vindicated our 
decision.



  



  

Cafe – tables, heaters, 
Defibrillator to come



  

Can we help Sophie?
● George Brown – Community Transport?
● Steve Plummer – Holidays & Cruises?



  

WWRUG 
● The Waterloos 
● Excursion to Avoncliff



  

Option 24/7

● Working with Wiltshire on BBB and BSIP
● Local reps in 17 of 19 community areas
● Master document
● 34 bus improvements this year

… with more to follow in next years



  

Coffee Shop Forum



  

Dec ‘21 train changes
Melksham

● 19:15 terminates at Warminster

● Through Weymouth Sunday lunchtime only

● No later northbound service on Saturdays

● Other changes (improvements) “postponed”

Elsewhere

● Loss of London direct trains (except one before 6 a.m.) from Trowbridge and B-o-A to London.

● Down to just one through train per day (07:50) London Waterloo to Warminster

● Two GWR round trips Westbury to Southampton removed from timetable

● Five SWR round trips Bristol to Salisbury removed; (one GWR added BRI to WSB only)



  

Service from 12.12.2021

M-F, Sat, Sun – little changes at Melksham



  

Late ‘21 bus changes

Melksham

● X34 evening service – planned to resume – WHAT SHOULD TIMETABLE BE?

● X34 sunday service – planned introduction – WHAT SHOULD TIMETABLE BE?

● Extra journey/ies on 69 Zigzag

● Still no buses to station “current operator of Town Bus does not have driver available”

Elsewhere

● Total of 34 enhancements across Wiltshire



  

X34 – evening and Sundays?
● Chippenham – Trowbridge, perhaps to Frome?
● Just one vehicle, or more?

2 hour cycle to Trowbridge

3 hour cycle to Frome
● Major flows – early and late but not mid 

evening?



  

X34 - evening



  

X34 - Sunday



  

Wiltshire climate strategy



  



  



  

Headline response
* Lots of really good stuff there including buses

* An understanding - even though we are public transport 
campaigners - that's it's not always the answer 

* Disappointment that there is no mention of rail.

* Transport section is also very light on talking about road building, 
even though WC has major ambitions

* Good so see talk of last mile and combined journey elements.



  

In detail

* Lots of really good stuff there including buses - embracing the government's Bus Back Better strategy, Bus Service Improvement Plan, etc.  The Option 24/7 group looks forward to working 
further with Wiltshire Council on this - publication of the draft BSIP is imminent and we (speaking for that group) expect an ambitious and positive document; the devil will be in the detail of 
implementation.

* An understanding - even though we are public transport campaigners - that's it's not always the answer - "Is your journey really necessary" and "do you have to go that far" stuff.  Pleasure / 
quality of life journeys by all means, but let's access local services better, arrange our towns and cities to have such local services, and embrace the online economy and working from home, 
even where that lessens demand for buses or trains and may break their business case

* Disappointment that there is no mention of rail. At present, every single rail journey starting at a Wiltshire station does so under diesel power. Network Rail's decarbonising strategy suggests 
the electrification of all current passenger rail routes in Wiltshire (mostly in their "core" set too) and it would be appropriate for strategic support for this strategy to be included in Wiltshire's 
strategy; partnership is mentioned though the WC document - just not this partnership as far as I can see.

* Transport section is also very light on talking about road building, even though WC has major ambitions relating to Melksham Bypass, Chippenham relief road, Yarnbrook, Stonehenge, and 
Westbury that I can think of.

* Good so see talk of last mile and combined journey elements. Looks good for a network to meet wide needs rather than a series of isolated routes which only join in a haphazard way.  This 
"Good to see" extends to the cycle and walking comments. I note e-bykes (I have one and very useful!) mentioned as the future. Somewhat controversial, I would like to see e-scooters in there; 
there are short term issues with their current use and regulation, but they offer a potentially fast and efficient way of getting around which should not be discounted based on early version 
issues.

* There is a section in the document - "How National Policy Supports our Strategy" and includes "national policy and legislation are a crucial enablers of action at a local level ..." excellent; we 
are to be team players and partnerships all headed (or at least planned!) to be headed in the same direction, working together.



  

Pfp – Station use



  

PfP – do you use the train?



  

PfP – What would encourage 
you to use the train more 

often?
● 139 responses … starting with

   8 More trains.

   8 Cheaper fares.

   3 More frequent trains.

   2 More services.

   2 Cheaper tickets.

   2 Better destinations.

   1 Will definitely use it more now that COVID is settling down, and feel safe knowing trains are regularly sanitised.

   1 Train choice wider destinations.

   1 Time.

   1 Ticket prices – discounts for travel at off peak times.



  

Pfp – Raw inputs
A more direct route and cheaper fares. | A nicer station. Good travel rates which match going to and Trowbridge and to and from Westbury. When I used Melksham not all trains stopped at Melksham, 
trains from Melksham to be more frequent. | Bath/Bristol at Trowbridge/Chippenham. | Being able to cycle there safely. | Better access and better train service itself. | Better destinations. | Better 
destinations. | Better information on destinations available and timings. | Better links and more regular service. | Better links to Chippenham coinciding with trains to/from Bath or London. | Better links 
to London. | Better options for direct travel. | Better rail prices and more frequency. | Better routes – ie more direct to Bath. | Better service. | Bristol – much better connection/commute times for Bristol, 
it is shameful that at peak times there is a 20-30 minute wait to connect to/ from Bristol. | Cheap trips to the sea. | Cheaper fares and more direct routes. | Cheaper fares. | Cheaper fares. | Cheaper 
fares. | Cheaper fares. | Cheaper fares. | Cheaper fares. | Cheaper fares. | Cheaper fares. | cheaper fares. | Cheaper prices. | Cheaper tickets. | Cheaper tickets. | Cheaper tickets. Later evening trains. 
| Cheaper train tickets. | Cheaper. More services to more places. | Didn’t know it existed! Better advertising. | Direct line to Bath and Bristol. | Direct service connection with Bradford on Avon. | Direct 
services to Bristol and Bath. | Direct trains to Bristol and Bath. Better train times. | Easier access. | Easier to get to. | Easy access to Bath. | Easy public transport from melksham without | Extend the 
free parking so you can enjoy the cafe without worrying about putting more money on the car. | Fair prices. | Free train pass. | Free travel. | Frequent trains. Would use more if connected to Bath. | 
Having more options time wise. | Having to go somewhere that would take more time by bus. Also I am not comfortable about an unmanned station. | I use as often as makes sense to my travel plans; 
I don't need encouragement. | If it was connected to Bath. | If it went straight to Milton Keynes. | If the trains met up better to come back from Weymouth it can be nearly a two hour wait at Westbury 
meaning we have to drive to Westbury to get on. Also to get to Gatwick no train meet at Chippenham so have to drive to Chippenham to get on. | If the walk from Shaw to the Station felt safer, at 
present it is very unpleasant and the speeding lorries are intimidating. | If there was easier connectivity to Bath. | Increase in service. | Increased service, reduced prices. | Integrated transport at both 
ends, so Swindon as well. | I’m concerned about disability access and getting on a train with my folding scooter, so don’t go. | Knowing more about the train times, destinations and ticket purchasing. | 
Later trains to get back from London via Chippenham. | Lower fares on the train. One person is cheaper than parking & petrol, for two people the car is more cost effective. | Lower fares. | Lower. | 
More availability to Chippenham and London. Cheaper fares to London. | More destinations from Melksham | More destinations. | More direct routes and times. | More frequent services and cost. | 
More frequent services. | More frequent trains | More frequent trains allowing better choice to come back. Better connections to/from | More frequent trains and extended timetable to later hours. Free 
parking! | More frequent trains, later trains. | More frequent trains. | More frequent trains. | More frequent trains. | more frequent trains. | More frequent trains. Later running ones. Cheaper prices. | More 
frequent, regular bus services to station. | More frequent. | More local services | More options. | More regular trains. | More routes available to surrounding areas. | More seating, nicer views (flowers, 
etc), easier access on trains (pram). | More services and better connections. | More services and cheaper fares. | More services. | More services. | More train availability going to bath and Swindon etc. 
| More train routes. | More trains and being able to get to Bath without changing. | More trains and later train return from Bath on a Friday and Saturday night. | More trains better publicised. | More 
trains to Bath. | More trains to BoA / Bath | More trains to more locations and trains that worked better with commuter hours so I could leave the car at home and take it to work. | More trains, cheaper 
prices. | More trains. | More trains. | More trains. | More trains. | More trains. | More trains. | More trains. | More trains. | Needs a ticket machine. I don't like getting on a train with no ticket. Needs more 
trains. | Not having to change trains. | Nothing - spent 40 + years using trains to London and London Transport. | Nothing, not an option I would use | Obviously a good number of destinations is key, 
but also it's about remembering that the railway is an option. It's an expensive option, though, making using the car more appealing at the moment. | Parking and more frequent services. | Price & 
availability. | Price & times of trains. | Redouble the line. Restore the link at Bradford Junction to give us direct trains to and from Bath again. | Return to free car parking. | Running to bath/return during 
the evening. | Safer access for walking/cycling. Also advertise the timetable locally. | Service through to Bath. | Significant fall in prices and massive increase in reliability. | Ticket prices – discounts for 
travel at off peak times. | Time. | Train choice wider destinations. | Will definitely use it more now that COVID is settling down, and feel safe knowing trains are regularly sanitised. | 



  

Pfp – Station Access 



  

PfP – on Station Access

• Not well sign posted. Would benefit from a bus.

• Better parking facilities and lower prices would be great.

• Signage poor. Route not very nice as soon as you cross the Avon bridge.

• Need to prioritise opening up access via Foundry Close.

• I wouldn’t feel safe using the underpass.

• No bus stops close by not sure car parking will be big enough once vivid has finished.

• I used to drive and park at the station when it was free parking but now it is charged I do not bother to use 
station.

• I do not use the trains but have started doing occasional voluntary work at the Hub cafe there. I cycle but do 
not enjoy cycling across the town bridge as it often feels unsafe.

• It's generally good, but the cycle route isn't gritted during the winter and the underpass isn't swept of leaves 
often enough during November. I've come off my bike before due to ice. But very ugly - especially for those 
arriving in Melksham for the first time.

• It is hard to find, hard to cycle to and from. The cycle parking stand unit is not securely fastened to the ground 
and is cramped.



  

PfP – to use bus more …
   108 responses ...

   4 • Cheaper fares.

   2 • Routes and times more convenient to me.

   2 • More local services from near my home – not having to go to town to catch bus Reasonable fares return 
buses during the evening – increase availability.

   1 • Would use bus to Corsham if there were buses back in afternoon.

   1 • There are no direct buses from Seend to Melksham. So I do not use this service. Nothing as I have no 
real need to use a bus.

   1 • Service from Seend.

   1 • Rolling updates on next buses at main stops, more flexible ticket use policies, friendlier drivers.



  

PfP – to use buses more
• A bus hub with information in the town center.  • A bus stop within walking distance of my home and a frequent service.  • A local hopper bus for Melksham Town and Without.  • 
Being unable to drive my own car.  • Better bus service from Keevil, maybe with mini buses rather than large buses, and then encouraging people to use it.  • Better information 
about the bus routes.  • Better local service.  • Better times - ones to bath the times are ridiculously sparse! And end too early.  • Bowerhill only has Bath buses, have to bus to 
town & then get different bus if going Trowbridge – makes it too expensive.  • Bus stop nearer.  • Cheaper and better service wiry later running times.  • Cheaper buses that run 
more frequently to Trowbridge would encourage me to use it for work.  • Cheaper fairs, more routes.  • Cheaper fares.  • Cheaper fares.  • Cheaper fares.  • Cheaper fares.  • 
Cheaper price and more often buses as a lot of the time i had to wait an hour for one.  • Cheaper tickets later services back from Bath on a weekend.  • Cheaper, more 
availability. Better destinations.  • Cheaper.  • Competitive pricing. Publicised trips.  • Contact less payments, I never have change on me. Prices on the timetables so I can see 
what it will cost me before I'm on the bus without enough money!  • Cost reduction – far too expensive.  • Covered bus stops.  • Definitely if sanitised etc re COVID and to carry on 
with the cleanliness within in the buses.  • Direct connection to train station and schedule; more frequent service; better information at stops.  • Evening service on the X34.  • 
Frequency.  • I might catch one to the train station if they would only stop there.  • I now have bus pass and use bus more frequently to go to Bath and Melksham, but your 
questions are pre-Covid.  • I use when necessary.  • I will probably start to go into Bath on the bus since they've introduced the clean air zone. Otherwise I find the car more 
convenient.  • I wouldn’t.  • If I was unable to drive.  • If the buses went to the station would use town bus. If hourly or better, earlier start, into evening would use Sunday buses.  • 
If there were evening and Sunday service to Trowbridge and Chippenham.  • If they were cheaper than using the car.  • Increased service times. Contactless payments on all 
buses.  • Later buses back from Bath.  • Later night buses.  • Later services.  • Lowering the fares.  • More accessibility to home.  • More bus stops around town, not just access 
from town centre.  • More buses more often going more routes.  • More buses to and from Bradford on Avon to access the train station there.  • More direct route to destination. 
They don’t run at times I would need them. Early morning or late evening.  • More direct routes to places I need to go.  • More disability friendly buses to allow access for my 
scooter. The last time I went to Bath I was told to lift my scooter onto the luggage rack! I refused as it’s too heavy. An older gentleman was made to move for me to sit with my 
folded scooter. It put me off bus travel, not enough room for scooters or pushchairs.  • More frequent & later services.  • More frequent service - perhaps a circular bus to 
supermarkets.  • More frequent services spread out over the day, not all arriving within 10 minutes of each other. No bus back from Corsham after 1.30 during week.  • More 
frequent services.  • More frequently and cheaper public transport.  • More local services from near my home – not having to go to town to catch bus Reasonable fares return 
buses during the evening – increase availability.  • More local services from near my home – not having to go to town to catch bus Reasonable fares return buses during the 
evening – increase availability.  • More routes to other places and more frequently.  • More routes.  • More services and cheaper fares, less need to change buses.  • More 
services esp in evening and to Corsham/Bradford.  • More social time.  • More stops.  • Not necessary.  • Nothing - unreliable and slow.  • Nothing – not interested in using.  • 
Nothing. Just not convenient.  • Nothing. The services are too infrequent to make it convenient.  • Once Covid restrictions are lifted.  • Price. Regular. More reliable at arriving on 
time.  • Reduced price. If the routes didn't take so long.  • Regular service.  • Rolling updates on next buses at main stops, more flexible ticket use policies, friendlier drivers.  • 
Routes and times more convenient to me.  • Routes and times more convenient to me.  • Service from Seend.  • There are no direct buses from Seend to Melksham. So I do not 
use this service. Nothing as I have no real need to use a bus.  • Would use bus to Corsham if there were buses back in afternoon.



  

PfP – what next
● October 7th Workshop

by invite only – experts, official body and council reps

● Public meeting thereafter
● Then final report and action items 

Is it worth asking for correlations ( station access 
mode v distance from station, for example?



  

And so
● Autumn Marketing and station adoption
● Next stage of buses
● Santa and other events
● Train service progression requests / campaign
● Web site
● Next meeting
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